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You Betrayed Me

Thick as Thieves

Cold As Ice

Hideaway

by Lisa Jackson
Waking up in a small hospital with no
memory of what happened, playboy James
Cahill gradually recalls that his girlfriend
had just discovered his affair before going
missing. By the best-selling author of Liar,
Liar.

by Allison Brennan
When the psychopath she put away is
released from juvenile detention with a
clean slate and is determined to make her
life a living hell, FBI Agent Lucy Kincaid is
the only one who can stop this woman
before she finishes her deadly game.
Original. 300,000 first printing.

See Her Die

by Sandra Brown
While a woman investigates her absent
father’s involvement in a 20-year-old heist
that ended in murder, two vengeful
accomplices wait for a corrupt district
attorney to make a fatal mistake. By the
best-selling author of Outfox. Simultaneous.

by Nora Roberts
"A family ranch in Big Sur country and a
legacy of Hollywood royalty set the stage for
Nora Roberts' emotional new suspense
novel"

The Silence

by Melinda Leigh
After a homeless teenager insists she saw
her friend shot in a closed campground,
new sheriff Bree Taggert investigates
despite the absence of a victim or blood in
the second novel of the series following
Cross Her Heart.

by Kendra Elliot
Detective Mason Callahan finds the body of
Reuben Braswell, a radical conspirator and
an informant for Mason's fiancée, FBI special
agent Ava McLane, outside of Portland,
Oregon, and they find a connection with the
murders of police officers and the
disappearances of Braswell's brother and
Ava's twin sister

Burn You Twice

Delta Force Defender

by Mary Burton
A Philadelphia homicide detective who
survived an arsonist’s fire as an undergrad in
Montana is troubled when the culprit is
released from prison and must investigate a
possible connection when a local woman
dies tragically in a suspicious fire. Original.

Dreaming Death

by Heather Graham
Sparring with a new partner who considers
her underqualified, a rookie Krewe of
Hunters agent uses her supernatural
prophetic dreams to outmaneuver a killer
who has been targeting vulnerable young
women in Washington, D.C

by Megan Crane
After escaping from her criminal family to
Alaska, Caradine Scott goes up against an
Alaska Force special ops agent who is
suspicious of her but who she needs on her
side when her past catches up to her.
Original.

Outfox

by Sandra Brown
A latest thriller by the best-selling author of
Tailspin and Seeing Red features Sandra
Brown’s signature combination of steamy
romance and high-suspense plot twists.
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